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 47 

MAIN TEXT 48 

The initial peopling of the Americas is a contested and evolving topic1, with the exact timing of the first 49 

arrivals still unknown. Historically, Mexico’s understudied and controversial archaeological record has 50 

remained on the periphery of First Americans research2. However, in recent years, investigations have 51 

shown reliable evidence of a late-Pleistocene and early-Holocene human presence in the northwest 52 

region3,4, the Chiapas Highlands5, Central Mexico6, and the Caribbean coast7–9. Evidence of human 53 

presence at Chiquihuite Cave extends this antiquity and attests to the cultural variability of older-than-54 

Clovis sites10–17 and the earliest humans on the continent.  55 

 56 

Site settings and excavation context.  57 

The archaeological site of Chiquihuite Cave is located in the Astillero Mountains, Zacatecas 58 

(24º37’ N, 101º08’ W), at 2,740 m.a.s.l. and ~1,000 m above the valley floor (Extended Data Fig. 1a-c). 59 

The cave was formed by dissolution and the roof collapse of nearly vertical (dip overturned—80° SW, 60 

strike 320°) Jurassic limestone, deformed during the late Cretaceous/early Palaeogene Laramide orogeny. 61 

It has two >50 m wide and ~15 m high interconnecting chambers with speleothems (Fig. 1a). The 62 

inclined floor has accumulated roof-fall blocks and debris flow-deposits that entered through the cave’s 63 

mouth, sealing it by the terminal Pleistocene (Extended Data Fig. 1d,e,h). The cave is currently active, 64 

with continued speleothem growth and water drip intensifying during rainy seasons. 65 

In 2012, materials found in a first test pit (X-11) inside the main chamber suggested human 66 

presence dating to or before the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; ∼26,000 to 18-19,000 years ago18)19. To 67 

investigate this further, the original unit was enlarged through a more extensive excavation (X-12) in 68 

2016-2017. The area, located 50 m inwards from today’s entrance, was free of roof collapse boulders on 69 

its surface and partially sealed under flowstone (western half, squares A — I) (Fig. 1c, Extended Data 70 

Fig. 1i). The excavation covered 62 m2 (max. 18x5 m, 3 m deep), stepping down gradually from both 71 
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ends towards the deepest layers in the central-eastern sector (Extended Data Figs. 1h,i and 2). Stratified 72 

sediments were traced along the trench and correlated on profiles (Extended Data Fig. 7). Beds were 73 

roughly parallel, dipping at 25°E, and thickening as the slope decreased the same direction.  74 

Strata contain mainly angular grey limestone fragments, ranging in size from granules to boulders. 75 

The gravels are coated with fine-grained carbonate sediment, which, in places, fills pore spaces and 76 

appears “muddy” relative to the larger limestone gravel particles (Supplementary Information 1.1.3). This 77 

gives an appearance of alternating gravel and muddy layers. On north-south profiles, the gravel units 78 

appear as tilted lenses or wedges. On the south profile, they have a more uniform thickness (Fig. 1b; 79 

Extended Data Figs. 2 and 7). The basal contacts of the coarse units are abrupt, while their upper contacts 80 

are transitional to the overlying muddy units (Extended Data Fig. 1f,g). We interpreted the coarse 81 

sediments as alluvial and colluvial debris flows generated outside and deposited inside the cave, and the 82 

finer-grained muddy sediments as derived from wind-blown dust and impacts of roof-fall blocks. The 83 

influx rate of wind-blown dust was probably greater during Late Pleistocene drier phases. We found no 84 

evidence of animal burrowing or other stratigraphic disturbances. The inclination of the deposits would 85 

have allowed the horizontal displacement of archaeological materials along individual strata. Significant 86 

vertical movement is unlikely, given the tight gravel beds and underlying muddy units.  87 

Stratum 1212, relatively thick and visually distinctive with an orange/brown color (suggestive of a 88 

moderate state of oxidation), was used as a chronostratigraphic marker to divide the deposits into two 89 

stratigraphic components (SC-B and SC-C) (Fig. 1b, Extended Data Fig. 2; Supplementary Information 90 

4). The overlying coarse layers were easily separable while digging, exposing a smooth upper contact, 91 

stratum 1210. This was hardened and compacted, either intentionally or as a result of repeated stepping. 92 

The geomorphology of this surface reveals prolonged exposure before burial (Supplementary Information 93 

1.7.1). We interpret 1212-1210 as having formed in a drier, more stable climate during or at the end of the 94 

LGM, when debris flows were not as common as the periods before and after it. SC-C thus comprises the 95 

terminal LGM and preceding depositional events.  96 

 97 

Chronology. 98 

We obtained 46 radiocarbon determinations from a total of 59 samples (bone, charcoal, and 99 

sediment), as well as six optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dates from a total of eight  (Extended 100 

Data Table 1; Supplementary Information 1.2, 1.8, 1.9). The chronology at Chiquihuite Cave is 101 

principally constructed using radiocarbon dating, with OSL providing independent control. Sample 102 

selection was aimed at maintaining a close spatial relationship with lithic artefacts found along the 103 

sequence (Extended Data Fig. 3; Supplementary video). With the exception of LEMA-640.1.1, all OxA- 104 

bone samples with reported elemental and isotopic data (n=6) had collagen yields, C:N atomic ratios and 105 

%C values that fell within accepted ranges—greater than 1% (weight), 2.9-3.5, and 30-50% (weight), 106 

respectively20. This indicated acceptable collagen preservation and likely low levels of contamination.  107 
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All chronometric data obtained (Extended Data Table 1) were incorporated into a Bayesian age 108 

model (Fig. 2; Supplementary Information 1.2) with the exception of LEMA-977, a historic-aged bone 109 

from stratum 1201 (SC-A); LEMA-640.1.1, which fails collagen quality control values set by the 110 

ORAU20; and bulk sediment dates (Beta 436709, LEMA 575.1.2. and ICA-16OS/0510), since they often 111 

yield minimum ages due to low amounts of carbon and the potential for contamination21,22. Modeled 112 

output estimates the start of SC-C to 33,150-31,405 years cal. BP (pre-LGM; all ranges are given at 113 

95.4% probability), with SC-B dating from 16,605-15,615 years cal. BP until 13,705-12,200 years cal. BP 114 

[near the Younger Dryas (YD; ~12,900-11,700 years ago23)]. The entire sequence spans 20,090-17,830 115 

years. Five dates—LEMA-577.1.1, LEMA-576.1.1, OxA-36613, OxA-36359, and LEMA-978.1.1—were 116 

identified as major outliers by the outlier model applied (Fig. 2). These inconsistencies might be due to 117 

taphonomic factors or incomplete decontamination. All outliers are down weighted in the model in 118 

proportion to their measured outlier probability. Within the sequence, we identified a significant gap 119 

between strata 1218-1219 and 1217 that fits within the LGM, and likely indicates decreased human 120 

presence and reduced sedimentation. Overall, the chronological sequence for Chiquihuite Cave is in 121 

excellent agreement with the stratigraphic evidence.  122 

 123 

Stone tool assemblage. 124 

 Stone tools (n=1930) were found in all excavated strata, with increased frequency in SC-B (Fig. 3, 125 

Extended Data Figs. 5 and 6; Supplementary Information 1.3). This yielded 87.2% of the assemblage 126 

(n=1684), with only 12.3% (n=239) recovered from underlying SC-C (Fig. 1b). The comparatively low 127 

number of artefacts in SC-C is likely biased by the smaller volume of excavated sediment. Their 128 

presence, however, provides evidence for cultural activity in the lowermost strata, where vertical 129 

displacement is unlikely, as explained above. Such taphonomic phenomenon is even less probable for 130 

cultural items found in older strata, deeply buried underneath the base of SC-B, e.g., a bifacial lanceolate 131 

perform (Fig. 3m) excavated from stratum 1223, 1.1 m below 1212.  132 

The flaked artefacts reflect a previously unknown and mostly unchanged technological tradition. 133 

The interpretation of specific variations in the technological and typological parameters is limited by the 134 

excavation bias mentioned. Despite an expeditious aspect, the assemblage reveals advanced flaking skills 135 

applied to a challenging raw material, consistently represented by green and blackish varieties of 136 

recrystallized limestone (Mudstone-Wackestones of pellets24 or Pelsparite-Pelmicrite25). Unlike the grey 137 

gravels found inside the cave and on the outside slope, these finer-grained stone varieties are moderately 138 

recrystallized and have good isotropy (similar to any chert), suitable for controlled flaking 139 

(Supplementary Information 1.7). The lithic artefacts were made almost exclusively (>90%) from the 140 

green/blackish varieties, revealing intentional selectivity. Although rare, the green/black limestones are 141 

available in the vicinity of the site, in the form of small loose nodules, eroding off from yet unidentified 142 

geologic sources. Results from thin-section petrographic analyses suggest that these particular limestones 143 
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do not belong to the petrology of the cave, being morphologically different from the rock conforming the 144 

walls and roof, and from the dominant grey clastic material (Supplementary Information 1.7, Fig. S28). 145 

The systematic geological selectivity observed in the manufacture of stone tools likely reveals conscious 146 

tasks and an intimate knowledge of the available stone stock. A few cortical and secondary flakes of grey 147 

limestone are found, however, probably as a result of testing stone nodules during material selection. The 148 

use of silica-rich limestones for tool making is widespread in other Pleistocene-Holocene archaeological 149 

sites across the study region19.   150 

Tools were manufactured principally on previously extracted (mainly transversal) flakes and small 151 

tabular and irregular nodules (3-7 cm) reduced by bifacial and unifacial approaches. This particular raw 152 

material (small-size blanks) favors the extraction of transversal flakes when non-punctual, flat, wide or 153 

dihedral striking platforms are used. The dominant technique is direct percussion, with pressure flaking 154 

occasionally and exclusively employed for platform isolation. The shaping of flakes into tools is made by 155 

marginal retouch, through percussion trimming. A preliminary morpho-technological typology includes 156 

cores, flakes, blades, bladelets, modified/used debitage, scrapers, points, adzes, and point-like items 157 

shaped by fracturing the edges of limestone and calcite laminae.  158 

The flaking debris (debitage; 66% of the total) includes primary, secondary, and tertiary flakes 159 

(Fig. 3b-e, Extended Data Fig. 5f-n). The repeated failed blows and error repairs are another reliable 160 

indicator of intentionality, expert guidance, and learning—as does the presence of supernumerary 161 

platforms on some flakes. Flake platforms are prepared (dihedral, faceted, and isolated), punctiform 162 

(often ground) or left flat and wide, tilted towards the ventral face (Fig. 3b-d, Extended Data Fig. 5n, p, q, 163 

s and 6c). Many platforms are lipped, suggesting the probable use of soft-hammers (either antler, bone, or 164 

hardwood) (Fig. 3c-d, Extended data Fig. 5j, k). Over-prepared platforms were strengthened by edge 165 

grinding, then micro-flaked as faceted or isolated spots meant for well-controlled impact. The ridge-166 

following and cortical starter flakes lack platform preparation. The apparent technological signature of 167 

this industry is the transversal point, well represented in the assemblage. Such points are obtained by the 168 

marginal retouch (edge trimming) of transversal flakes, whose platforms are set aside, and the direction of 169 

extraction is perpendicular to the long axis (Extended Data Figs. 5j-l and 6n, o, s-a’, d’-g’). The frequency 170 

of outrepassé/overshot flakes is explained by the small size of the blanks. Blade production is represented 171 

at the site by corner blades with unprepared platforms, but also by true, curved, prismatic functional 172 

blades (Fig. 3f-j, Extended Data Figs. 5o-x and 6d-i). The abundance of bladelets and blade medial 173 

fragments (obtained by fracturing larger blades), with used edges, suggests a microlith technology (Fig. 174 

3i, Extended Data Figs. 5u-x and 6d,e).  175 

The assemblage contains modified/used debitage, often manifested as use-wear damage on sharp 176 

edges (26.8%). A frequent approach is shaping flakes and laminae into circular, square, polygonal 177 

objects, by snapping and abrupt flaking (also seen in points) (Extended Data Fig. 5n, b’, c’, e’, m’-q’). 178 

Burins (Extended Data Fig. 5y, w) and small backed knives are also present. Thick flakes and nodules 179 
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often became edge-modified tools. Circular scrapers and endscrapers show steep retouch on robust flakes 180 

(Extended Data Figs. 5z, a’ and 6j). The square-edge management—an important indicator of human 181 

reasoning and intentionality—appears when natural square edges are systematically reduced by bifacial 182 

alternating flaking (Fig. 3n). 183 

Points and point-like shapes are frequent and varied (31%; Fig. 3k-o). The majority, however, are 184 

unifacial with marginal retouch, e.g., the transversal points (Extended Data Figs. 5a, c, e-m and 6n, o, s-185 

a’, d’-g’). Others are proper bifaces, made on flakes or nodules (Fig. 3k-m). Apart from incipient 186 

preforms, finished bifacial artefacts are scarce, but their existence is inferred from the abundance of 187 

tertiary thinning flakes. Notches and stems are rather absent. The bases are rounded or convergent and 188 

rarely thinned. Among cores (n=30), type “b” is of special interest. It is bifacial, bi-convex, has dorsal-189 

ventral symmetry, and alternating flaking around its medial edge, apparently prepared for the extraction 190 

of a single flake from one face (Fig. 3a, Extended Data Figs. 5b and 6a).  191 

The recurrent techno-morphological combinations in the assemblage reveal evident intentionality 192 

and systematization in the creation of human-made artefacts, as well as evident standardization at the 193 

level of individual pieces. Overall, the assemblage unveils a lithic industry with no evident similarities to 194 

any other Pleistocene/early Holocene cultural complexes known in the Americas26–28.  195 

 196 

Palaeoenvironment and eDNA. 197 

Thirty-one DNA extractions were performed on samples from 15 key stratigraphic units, 198 

including controls, and tested for the presence of ancient environmental DNA29 (eDNA) (Extended Data 199 

Fig. 2; Supplementary Information 4 and Metadata file). Initially, we evaluated the efficiency of two lysis 200 

buffers to yield DNA (Supplementary Information 1.10). All samples were thereafter converted into 37 201 

Illumina libraries and shotgun-sequenced for a preliminary reconstruction of past organismal assemblages 202 

(Extended Data Fig. 4). Taxonomic identification of all sequenced reads followed the latest protocols 203 

designed to avoid false-positives and to perform robust taxonomic identification30. Also, we tested the 204 

specificity and sensitivity of our assignment method using comprehensive in-silico modelling, simulating 205 

damaged, and sequenced fragmented DNA for key taxa found in the samples (Supplementary Information 206 

1.10).  207 

During the pre- to terminal LGM period (strata 1223-1210), ancient eDNA shows the presence of 208 

mixed forest species—junipers (Juniperus), firs (Abies), pine (Pinus), and spruce (Picea)—209 

complemented by grasses (Lolium sp., Pooideae and Hordeum), rosids and Indian paintbrush (Castilleja) 210 

(Extended Data Fig. 4; Supplementary Information 1.10, Figs. S54-55). The pre-LGM and LGM (strata 211 

1223-1212) were more forested, however, with the highest abundances of trees and forbs, such as the 212 

Indian paintbrush (Castilleja). A clearer shift in the plant community occurs post LGM but before the YD 213 

(strata 1207A and 1204), where pine and juniper nearly disappear, and the DNA record becomes 214 

dominated by agavoideae (likely Joshua trees), pine subgroup Strobus and Aegilops, Sorghum, 215 
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Tripsacinae, Panicoideae and PACMAD clade grasses, replacing other grass species (Lolium, Hordeum 216 

and Pooideae).  217 

Phytolith and pollen analyses were also performed, and the identified plant taxa share similarities 218 

and differences with eDNA results (Supplementary Information 1.6). Like eDNA, these proxies support a 219 

rapid transition to colder conditions in the LGM, and the presence of a relatively open environment 220 

dominated by cold-adapted grasses. The presence of palm (Arecaceae) phytoliths in all samples, 221 

including those constrained to the LGM, deserves attention and replicates the discovery of similar burnt 222 

specimens in X-112,19. This is because, at present, only one (Brahea berliandieri) of the five palm species 223 

native to Zacatecas31 grows on the local mountain slopes (below 2,000 m.a.s.l.)32. These phytoliths could 224 

have entered the cave naturally if Brahea grew at higher altitudes during warmer climatic phases, yet 225 

climatic conditions during the LGM were colder than the present. It is, therefore, a possibility that these 226 

were brought into the cave by humans in the form of perishable artefacts or food. The burnt condition of 227 

some phytoliths supports this hypothesis. All strata yielded charcoal fragments (≥1 cm) and 228 

mesocharcoals (180-1,000 μm)—likely the result of a combination of wildfires outside and human-made 229 

fireplaces located at the entrance of the cave.  230 

Among the fauna, bat DNA is present in all layers. This is dominated by Eptesicus sp., Myotis sp. 231 

and Vespertilinonidae, until stratum 1204, where Phyllostomidae, Desmodus and new Microchiroptera 232 

species replace these. In contrast, although bear DNA (Ursus sp.) appears during the LGM, the highest 233 

abundance occurs during the termini. This is in concordance with the archaeological evidence2,19 234 

(Supplementary Information 1.5, Fig. S7). Rodents (Marmota sp., Microtus sp., Ictodymus sp., 235 

Urocitellus sp. and Peromyscus sp.) were present throughout the sequence, with a higher incidence in a 236 

few different strata. Deer mouse (Peromyscus sp.,), vole (Microtus sp.), and marmot (Marmota sp.) 237 

appear to be more abundant, with kangaroo rat (Dipodomys sp.) appearing in the youngest stratum 1201. 238 

DNA findings also include goat (Capra, likely Oreamnos sp.) and sheep (Ovis sp.), as well as a low 239 

proportion of DNA from birds, such as sparrow (Zonotrichia sp.), falcon (Falco sp.), and tanagers 240 

(Thraupidae).  241 

We also attempted to identify ancient human DNA (Homo sp.) from all layers. Our analyses 242 

focused on strata with longer occupational contexts (1204, 1210, 1212 and 1218), for which additional 243 

extraction, libraries and sequencing efforts were performed (Supplementary Information 1.10 and 244 

Metadata file). However, no evidence of ancient human DNA within the samples was found. This does 245 

not negate human presence at Chiquihuite Cave, as the probability of detecting ancient human DNA from 246 

cave sediments has been shown to be low33.  247 

To assess the degree of DNA leaching, we tested for the presence of recent horse DNA in all 248 

layers. This was selected as a horse enclosure was historically located on top of the excavated layers, in 249 

the northeastern corner of the main chamber. Results found modern horse DNA present in the uppermost 250 

stratum (1201, with most reads aligning to a donkey, Equus arsenus) and ancient horse DNA in the seven 251 
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strata below (1204C, 1207C, 1208, 1215, 1217, 1218, and 1223)—with more reads aligning to the last 252 

surviving wild horse (E. Przewalski), compared to E. arsenus (Supplementary Information 2 and 253 

Metadata file), and with DNA damage similar to the levels found in the other faunal record. Therefore, 254 

DNA leaching is not considered a factor. 255 

Within the faunal bone assemblage extracted (n=1850), microfauna (Cricetidae: 38%; Chiroptera: 256 

25%; Aves, Leporidae) is the most abundant (Supplementary Information 1.5). The LGM strata mark the 257 

appearance of larger genera—black bear (Ursus americanus), condor (Gymnogyps sp.), otter (Lontra 258 

sp.)—absent from the bone assemblage of upper layers. Snails replicate modern taxa—Urocoptidae 259 

(56%) and Humboldtiana sp. (43%)—which are fit for rocky, forest soils (Supplementary Information 260 

1.5, Fig. S7).  261 

Adding to the eDNA data, chemical residues from interface 1210 (terminal- to post-LGM) 262 

revealed significant concentrations of proteins, phosphates, carbohydrates, and fatty acids 263 

(Supplementary Information 1.4). Unlikely the product of natural limestone decay, such enrichment may 264 

relate to human or faunal activities. An analysis of the spatial distribution of XRF values for sulphur (S), 265 

potassium (K), and zinc (Zn)—elements interpreted as derivatives of human activities—match the 266 

chemical residue distributions. The phosphates/zinc relationship, recognized as an indicator of refuse 267 

areas34, is also evident in this stratum. Potassium concentrations likely indicate cellulosic fuel ash 268 

accumulation, while sulfur (present in living cells) follows similar XRF and chemical residue distribution 269 

patterns.  270 

 271 

Conclusion.  272 

Stone tools and chemical residues suggest that humans were present in Chiquihuite Cave, at least 273 

between the LGM terminus and the onset of the Younger Dryas. LGM and older-than-LGM human 274 

presence is supported by stone flaked artefacts in SC-C, below stratum 1212. Cultural evidence for this 275 

phase is comparatively scarcer, possibly reflecting shorter and unfrequent visits, but still suggesting a 276 

much earlier human arrival on the continent. Given the length of the sequence at Chiquihuite, it is likely 277 

that humans used the site on a relatively constant basis, perhaps in recurrent seasonal episodes that were 278 

part of greater migratory cycles. The cave’s high altitude is an atypical location for the American 279 

Pleistocene, breaking the pattern of megafauna kill-sites, open sites, and shallow rock-shelters. Its 280 

occupants were seemingly adapted to altitudes and mountain landscapes, showing a behavioral pattern 281 

that we have yet to identify within the archaeological record of the Americas. Their lithic industry has no 282 

parallel in the continent and its qualitative traits suggest a mature technology, possibly brought in from 283 

elsewhere before the LGM.  284 

Further archaeological and environmental DNA work is required to better elucidate the origins of 285 

the Chiquihuite inhabitants, their bio-cultural relationship to other older-than-Clovis groups, and the path 286 

their ancestors followed to the Americas.   287 
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Legends for main figures 1, 2 and 3 371 

Fig. 1. Chiquihuite Cave’s settings and the X-12 excavation. a. The cave’s planimetry, with X-12 372 

along the northern wall of the main chamber. The insert situates the site in Mexico. b. Drawing of the 373 

type (southern) stratigraphic profile of X-12’s central-eastern sector, corresponding to the area indicated 374 

on c: Semi-vertical view of the excavation’s 3D photogrammetric model. More detailed information in 375 

Extended Data Figs. 1, 2 and 7.  376 

 377 

Fig. 2. Bayesian age model of Chiquihuite Cave. The green band represents the span of the LGM (per 378 

reference 18), whilst the yellow indicates the Younger Dryas (per reference 21). ‘C’, convergence values. 379 

Outlier analysis output is noted as ‘O:posterior probability/prior probability’. Outliers are down-weighted 380 

according to the posterior outlier probability, so a date with 100% outlier probability does not contribute 381 

to the posterior distributions. δ18O data according to the Greenland ice core timescale 382 

(GICC05)67. Modeled output estimates the start of SC-C to 33,150-31,405 years cal. BP (pre-LGM; all 383 

ranges are given at 95.4% probability and noted in red), with the commencement of SC-B at 16,605-384 

15,615 years cal. BP and its end at 13,705-12,200 years cal. BP. See also Extended Data Table 1. 385 

 386 

Fig. 3. Examples of lithic artefacts from Chiquihuite Cave. a. Core. b-e. Flakes; inlay in b emphasizes 387 

an isolated platform. f-j, Blades. k-o, Points. Most items are from component SC-B; d and m belong to 388 

SC-C. One charcoal fragment closely associated with the bifacial preform m in stratum 1223 was dated to 389 

27,929±82 14C BP (PRI-5414). More lithic finds are shown in Extended Data Figs. 5 and 6. 390 

 391 

METHODS 392 

 393 

Discovery and fieldwork. This work forms part of the “Pleistocene Hunters of the Northern 394 

Highlands Archaeological Project”, which has identified >30 hunter-gatherer sites within the endorheic 395 

basin of Concepción del Oro. The discovery of caves was a priority. No computational predictive models 396 

were employed, only systematic walking, landform interpretation, and guidance from locals in Guadalupe 397 

Garzarón, the nearest village. Ardelean and Macías-Quintero first visited Chiquihuite Cave on May 16, 398 

2010. Its coordinates in Mexico’s Site Register are G14C6332001/ ID 44499. Fieldwork continued with 399 

the local permission and official permits from Mexico’s Archaeology Council (Instituto Nacional de 400 

Antropología e Historia, INAH). The two seasons here reported totaled 80 working days, in January-401 

February 2016 and December 2016-January 2017. Because of the location, the crew could not travel 402 

daily, but lived at the site for the entire season. All supplies and materials were carried from the 403 
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beginning, in caravans of ∼30 villagers with animals. Topography impedes the use of vehicles or 404 

helicopters. The crew was limited to 8 members living inside the main chamber—where temperature 405 

stabilizes at +12oC, regardless of the external weather. We used conventional light bulbs and LED 406 

reflectors connected to an eco-friendly ‘Honda EU10’ power generator. 407 

Excavation. For X-12, strata nomenclature was reformulated, keeping only necessary correlations 408 

with X-11. The 1x1 m squares were divided in 0.5 x 0.5 m inter-cardinal sub-squares. Their codes 409 

combine letters (southern profile) and numbers (S-N axis) (Extended Data Fig. 1i). All finds were 410 

referred to squares and sub-squares (e.g., M4-NW). We avoided permanent grids since: a) anchoring was 411 

impossible due to the height of the ceiling and the concretions on the northern wall, and b) strings 412 

increase the risk of accidents and threaten the integrity of the profiles. We installed a white perimeter 413 

string, using Brunton compass, theodolite and trigonometry. Wooden/metal pegs and string marks at each 414 

meter were tagged with consecutive numbers and 3D UTM coordinates (WGS84/ITRF92, grid 14R). 415 

Grids on slopes bear imprecisions by vertical projections; we took precautions when measuring inside the 416 

grid. The original coordinates were read by three portable GPS’s left outside until they matched, then 417 

transported through successive theodolite stations to the cave’s Datum, south of X-12 (Fig. 1a, Extended 418 

Data Fig. 1d). Each square corner had nails wrapped in yellow tape with coordinates calculated manually, 419 

departing from perimetrical values. When gaining depth, the nails were pushed down and verified with 420 

the Topcon total station. The Z reads for the grid and finds were referred to a Datum. Additional datums 421 

were available near the SE sector. For finds and depth control, we employed a total station, a Sokkia 422 

level, leveled strings and measuring tapes. Most items were laser-measured—those moved by the trowel 423 

or found by screening were only referred to square/sub-square. All sediment was dry-screened (water 424 

screening being impossible) in 3 and 6 mm meshes, under powerful lights. Buckets noted provenience 425 

details and the excavator’s name. We used separate bags per material type per sub-square. Few stratum 426 

interfaces could be followed along their natural topography (virtually impossible in SC-B). Most times, 427 

we employed arbitrary 5 or 10 cm layers, inevitably cross-cutting. Precise measurements allowed to 428 

reconstruct relative stratigraphic provenience. The strata codes include the excavation (12), then 429 

consecutive numbers starting with 00 (modern surface). All profiles were inclined, against collapse. We 430 

used a stepped approach from both ends, calculating the target depths in relationship to horizontal 431 

extension and profile inclination (Fig. 1b,c, Extended Data Figs. 1f-i and 2; Supplementary Information 432 

4). Samples were extracted while digging or later from firm profiles. We used small tools: trowels, 433 

spatulas, brushes, etc. Picks, hammers were only allowed for penetrating flowstone. For SC-B, inter-strata 434 

transitions were largely imperceptible while digging. Therefore, the classification of strata was possible 435 

only after macroscopic analysis. Strata within SC-C, however, were identified and exposed in situ.  436 

Finds recording and management. All finds were recorded at a station installed near the dig. 437 

Everything resembling an artefact was collected, avoiding on-the-spot subjectivity. Charcoals for AMS 438 

were immediately given separate codes. Every find bag received a number (1 to 2168). Each item 439 
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received inventory numbers. Every find can be identified by the bag number plus inventory number, e.g., 440 

206-13456 (Supplementary Information 1.3). The final processing was done at the University of 441 

Zacatecas. If not laser-measured, the finds received 3D UTM coordinates based on provenience and 442 

depth, calculated manually, avoiding point overlap. That is why the horizontal distribution of some 443 

artefacts has a grid-like artificial look (Extended Data Fig. 3, Supplementary video). Data was plotted 444 

with GIS software. 445 

Lithic analysis. The approach was guided by caution to avoid confusion between artefacts and 446 

geofacts. Many artefacts could be recognized as such while excavating, others only in the laboratory. 447 

Items suggesting cultural origin were bagged as lithics. Over 200 kg of lithic material were taken to the 448 

laboratory, where 1930 items were defined as cultural, after five rounds of careful study. All pieces 449 

discarded as non-cultural were kept available for assessment. Lithics were washed by submerging in 450 

purified water, without scrubbing, then cleaned with soft brushes and dried indoors. In the analysis, we 451 

looked for repeated patterns and shapes, systematic flaking, overlapping scars, prepared platforms, 452 

repeated/failed blows, using technological and morphological criteria for the definition of taxa. Inductive 453 

references to known Paleoamerican typologies were avoided.  454 

Geology and stratigraphy. Final observations proceeded during a brief visit to Chiquihuite by 455 

Oviatt (November, 2017). Fieldnotes of bedrock geology (lithology, structural relationships) inside and 456 

outside the cave, were compared to INEGI’s geological chart G14-10 and publications35,36. Examination 457 

of profiles involved visual observations of strata and smaller-scale observations of fine- grained units 458 

using a hand lens and Dino-Lite digital microscope, allowing better correlations between strata and 459 

corrections in previous stratigraphic nomenclatures and interpretations2,19 (Fig. 1b, Extended Data Fig. 7). 460 

Additional studies were completed in Socorro, NM, U.S.A. (Supplementary Information 1.1). 461 

Photogrammetry. Creating a 3D model of the excavation X-12 at Chiquihuite Cave presented 462 

challenges including spatial constraints, poor lighting, and the scope of the excavation area when 463 

contrasted with the necessity of a high-resolution (<.2cm) output. These difficulties were compounded by 464 

the remote and isolated nature of the field site, which limited lighting options and made modelling in the 465 

field unfeasible. A method emphasizing redundancy with limited field equipment is described. Data 466 

capture: Image data capture was carried out with a Nikon D850 and Nikon AF-S FX 20mm f/1.8G lens 467 

following the current methods in use. Established grids and four prism poles, placed at key points 468 

throughout the excavated area, served as reference scales within the image sets. The location of the 469 

excavation presents uneven, undulating, narrow, and overhanging surfaces. The recording of these 470 

surfaces was made more difficult by poor and contrasting lighting conditions. As the lighting shifts 471 

occurred throughout the day, so did corresponding changes in colour temperatures and tonal values, 472 

ranging from. Furthermore, the size of the excavation area enhanced the difficulties 3D recordation due to 473 

limitations of lumen output from available light sources (strobes and LEDs). Due to the complexity in 474 

both surface topography and limitations in available lighting, two separate sets of stand-alone images 475 
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were created. The duplication of images offered a contingency for potentially unforeseen lighting 476 

limitations and their subsequent impacts on three-dimensional geometry and colour values in post-477 

processing. An X-Rite Colour Checker™ was utilized for both sets of images, colour corrections were 478 

done in post through Adobe Photoshop CC19. The first set of images (Set I) consists of 768 images taken 479 

at f/11, ISO-200. The camera was placed on a Gitzo carbon fiber tripod (GK1545T-82TQDUS) to take 480 

varying long exposures (ranging from 3” to 20”) utilizing three battery-operated Ikan Onyx 240 Bi-481 

Colour LED panels set to 4200K. The LED panels were handheld and used to manually light paint the 482 

excavation to the appropriate exposure value. By shooting with a high f-stop and low ISO, the ambient 483 

colour values in the cave became negligible due to underexposure. By utilizing different power outputs on 484 

each LED panel, team members assisted in light painting the entirety of the excavation area. The second 485 

set of images (Set II) consists of 902 images taken at f/11, 1/125, ISO-200, supplemented with a Nikon 486 

SB-900 Speedlight set to TTL metering and -1/3ev adjustment. The -1/3ev adjustment reduced the glare 487 

and highlights from the varied limestone-based sediments. These images were taken handheld, which 488 

allowed for positions and angles not possible while mounted to a tripod. Post-processing: Raw images 489 

were processed in Adobe Photoshop CC19 (version 20.0.2) and exported as JPEG’s with sRGB color 490 

profiles at native resolution (8256x5504). Colour correction was made with X-Rite Color Checker™ 491 

reference images to establish colour profiles for image sets. The available Adobe Nikon AF-S FX 20mm 492 

f/1.8G correction profile was used to correct vignette and chromatic aberration with distortion correction 493 

disabled. Both image sets, totalling 1670 images, were combined in Agisoft Metashape Pro (version 494 

1.5.1, build 7618) to build model geometry. Images were aligned at high, dense cloud built at medium, 495 

mesh built at high. Texture utilized only images from Set II and output was set to 4096 resolution at 44 496 

counts. Forty-two reference markers were placed to create 21 scales, cumulatively having a 0.001m 497 

margin of error. The resulting 3D model was exported as a COLLADA file and processed in Blender 498 

(2.77) to create illustration images (Fig. 1c, Extended Data Fig. 2; Supplementary Information 4).  499 

Petrography. Twelve samples from 2016-2017 were studied: grey gravels from X-12 (samples 500 

M2-M5), light-grey cobble from the slope (M6), slope dark-grey gravel (M7), slope greenish limestone 501 

(M8), dark limestone artefact 1889-12698 (M9), greenish artefacts 1866-12685, 1899-12709, 1899-12710 502 

(M10, 11, 12), grey artefact 2110-12949 (M13). Later in 2019, three additional samples were obtained 503 

from the ceiling of the main entrance (M14), the eastern wall (M15), and the ceiling of the main chamber 504 

(M16) (Supplementary Information 1.7). We used a Nikon-Pol200 petrographic microscope (17 MP 505 

camera). The thin sections went on standard glass slides with EpoThin.  506 

Micromorphology. This was performed on the compacted interface 1210: one sample (M1) 507 

extracted by Oviatt from the NW corner of square I4 (Nov. 2017) by cutting the sediment with 508 

trowel/handpick and wrapping it in adhesive plastic foil on a hard base. Procedures were similar to 509 

petrography (Supplementary Information 1.7.1). 510 
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Radiocarbon dating. AMS radiocarbon dating of charcoal, bone, and sediment was performed at 511 

five radiocarbon facilities (Extended Data Table 1): the Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit (ORAU, at 512 

the Research Laboratory for Archaeology and History of Art, RLAHA, University of Oxford), 513 

Laboratorio de Espectrometría de Masas con Aceleradores (LEMA, at Universidad Nacional Autónoma 514 

de México, UNAM, Mexico City), Beta Analytic Inc., Florida, U.S.A., International Chemical Analysis 515 

(ICA) Inc., Florida, U.S.A., and PaleoResearch Institute (PRI), Colorado, U.S.A.. The ORAU samples 516 

were chemically decontaminated using the acid-base-acid (ABA) protocol for charcoal, ultrafiltration for 517 

bone collagen20, and dated following their protocols37. At LEMA, three sediment fractions were obtained 518 

when possible: total organic matter, humic acids, and a base-insoluble fraction. The former was prepared 519 

using acid-alkali-acid treatment38 and the latter two after different protocols39. Bone was prepared 520 

according to an approach of collagen extraction38 based on a modified Longin method40. Cleaned samples 521 

were converted to graphite in an automated graphitization equipment (AGE 3, Ionplus), and dated 522 

following LEMA protocols41. Charcoal specks inside sediments were dated as a separate fraction. 523 

Processing methods for PRI and Beta Analytic are noted in Supplementary Information 1.8, whilst ICA 524 

offers limited protocol information on its website42. The calibration of all radiocarbon measurements was 525 

done using OxCal 4.343 and the IntCal13 calibration curve44. The Bayesian age model was created with 526 

OxCal 4.343, using chronometric data and known stratigraphic information45 (Fig. 2, Supplementary 527 

Information 1.2). ‘General’ and ‘SSimple’ outlier models were applied to all remaining chronometric 528 

data, and each date was given a 5% prior probability of being an outlier45. All dates were rounded to the 529 

nearest 5 years.  530 

OSL dating. Eight samples were initially collected for OSL dating by hammering metal tubes 531 

into the face of cleaned sections during archaeological excavations conducted in 2012 and 2016. 532 

However, only six samples provided sufficient yields of quartz for optical dating. The samples were 533 

processed according to methods described in Aitken46 and following procedures in use at the 534 

luminescence dating laboratory of the Research Laboratory for Archaeology & the History of Art, 535 

University of Oxford, further outlined in Mirazón Lahr et al.47. These were aimed at isolating sand-sized 536 

quartz mineral grains for OSL dating, and independent De estimates were obtained by making standard 537 

multi-grain as well as single-grain OSL measurements using luminescence readers manufactured by Risø 538 

National Laboratories48 and Freiberg Instruments49. De estimates are based on a conventional single-539 

aliquot regeneration (SAR) measurement protocol50,51 but to minimize the potential contribution of 540 

residual feldspathic components to the quartz signal, each multi-grain OSL measurement was also 541 

preceded by an infrared bleach52,53. No on-site gamma-ray spectrometry measurements were made and 542 

the environmental dose rate was determined from the concentrations of radioisotopes obtained by ICP-543 

MS using the dose rate and age calculator developed by Durcan et al.54. Further details on instrument 544 

settings and information pertaining to the OSL measurements and dose rate calculations of individual 545 

samples can be found in Supplementary Information 1.9.  546 
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Chemical residues. An exploratory spot test evaluated the potentiality of human-related chemical 547 

signatures on the cave floor 1210 (Supplementary Information 1.4). The excavation crew sampled in 548 

January, 2016, following instructions from the UNAM laboratory. A minimal number of samples 549 

achieved satisfactory horizontal coverage in three areas: squares I5-I6 (n=15), G2-H2 (16), J3-K3 (12). 550 

We installed metric grids with measuring tapes, marking sampling spots with paper tags, 50 cm apart. 551 

Sediment samples were extracted with clean metal spoons and placed in polyethylene bags. All samples 552 

were tested for phosphates, carbonates, protein, fatty acids, and carbohydrates residues following UNAM 553 

procedures55. Semi-quantitative results were plotted on distribution maps where color saturation indicates 554 

higher values of each indicator. The XRF equipment had a 75W Tungsten X-ray tube, Si-PIN Amptek 555 

detector, and Spellman high voltage source. All measurements met the same conditions—35 kV, 0.11mA, 556 

420 s)—to directly compare the spectra. Counts were measured for each chemical element using Pymca 557 

software and transformed into an arbitrary 1-to-5 range to configure maps. 558 

Pollen & phytoliths. Nine 1-kg sediment samples were extracted during the excavation (Jan. 559 

2017) for testing the palaeoenvironmental potential of the site. Unable to use columns, they were obtained 560 

horizontally while digging, from across the eastern half of square M3 and western N3, keeping a column-561 

like vertical relationship between them (Supplementary Information 1.6). Each sample corresponded to a 562 

10 cm layer, inevitably cross-cutting strata. Each one provided three different sub-samples for phytolith 563 

analysis and two independent pollen assessments. At the São Paulo laboratory, phytoliths were extracted 564 

from 100 ml of sediment following the wet oxidation method56. The sediment was sieved into silt and 565 

sand fractions, the residue was mounted in Permount mounting medium, and phytoliths counted under 566 

400x (silt) and 200x (sand). A phytolith count of 200 was sought in each sample and graphs were made 567 

using C2 software. Grass short cell phytoliths were identified according to published Poaceae reference 568 

collections57–59. For pollen, samples were sieved for gravel removal (>250 μm) and 5 cm3 of sediment 569 

processed for pollen grains60. A final sieving stage (5 μm) was added to remove clay, using two 570 

Lycopodium sp. tablets per sample. Samples were counted under 100x using immersion oil and 150+ 571 

palynomorphs counted. For both studies, photographs were taken with Zen software. 572 

Percentage/concentration values were calculated and plotted using TILIA, TILIAGRAPH. Pollen 573 

identification was made with in-house reference collections and through comparison with South 574 

American and Mexican publications (Supplementary Information 1.6)31,61–65. At Mexico City, the ENAH 575 

lab used chlorhydric acid to dissolve carbonates and sodium hexametaphosphate to disaggregate particles 576 

like silt and clay from the sand. Lycopodium pills were added, then acetolysis took place. Flotation was 577 

made with CsCl (density:1.9) and samples were counted and photographed, both at100x. Graphs were 578 

made with C2 version 1.7.7. 579 

eDNA. We collected bulk sediment samples from 15 stratigraphic locations in which some layers 580 

were assumed to be exposed to human activity before becoming buried (Extended Data Figs. 2a,b; 581 

Supplementary Information 1.10, 2 and 3, Supplementary Information 4). The samples were transferred 582 
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to clean either sterile 50 ml spin tubes or 0.5 L plastic containers using sterile disposable scalpels or 583 

cleaned metal spoons, while wearing a face mask, full-body suit and nitrile gloves. Samples were sent to 584 

Copenhagen and stored at -20°C until further subsampling and extraction. Subsamples (approx. 5g) were 585 

collected from each of the sampled layers in laboratories exclusively dedicated to ancient DNA, at the 586 

Natural History Museum of Denmark, University of Copenhagen, removing gravel and stones. 587 

Subsamples from three layers of the first extraction batch were then subjected in parallel to two different 588 

lysis buffers, the first was added 5ml of 1M Tris-HCl and 230μg proteinase-K based buffer (“Sergey 589 

Bulat buffer”)30, the second was added 5ml Sodium Phosphate buffer with 500ul MT buffers both from 590 

the FastDNA™ spin kit for soil from MPBio® together with 230μg proteinase K (see SI1.10.3 paragraph 591 

“Extraction buffer test”). All samples were vigorously shaken to lyse and release DNA from tissue and 592 

minerals, using a FastPrep at 4.5ms in 40 seconds and thereafter incubated gently rotating overnight at 593 

37°C. All samples were then spun at 4.000g in 15 minutes and the supernatant was transferred to a new 594 

sterile 15ml spin filters. 10 ml UltraPure Phenol:Chloroform:Isoamyl-alchohol (25:24:1) were added to 595 

the supernatant to denature and separate proteins and phenols, and incubated at room temperature for 10 596 

minutes while gently rotating. All samples were then spun down at 4,000g for 5 minutes and the 597 

supernatant transferred to 10 kDa Amicon Ultra-15 filters. The samples were then spun at 4,000g to a 598 

200ul volume and washed twice with 1.0 ml Qiagen EB buffer and spun to a 200 ul volume. The final 599 

retentate were then transferred to a sterile low-bind Eppendorf tube and stored at -20°C until it was 600 

converted to a multiplexed dual-indexed Illumina library using standard protocol66. The libraries were 601 

then sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 2500, 4000, or the NocaSeq 6000 platform using 80 base-pair single 602 

read or 100 base-pair paired end for the NovaSeq, respectively. We generated a total of 3,736,476,081 603 

raw reads after demultiplexing and adaptor removal. All single-end reads and collapsed reads from the 604 

NoveSeq were hereafter parsed through the pipeline ‘Holi’ for quality control30, removal of low 605 

complexity reads, duplicates, and reads below 30Bp (Supplementary Information 1.10). This resulted in a 606 

total of 1,500,645,904 reads being parsed for alignment against the full NCBI nt (release 228) as well as 607 

the complete non-redundant RefSeq database (downloaded Nov. 2018), and eventually parsed through an 608 

in-house naive least common ancestor (ngsLCA) algorithm parsing only reads with 100% similarity to the 609 

reference for taxonomic assignment. This resulted in between 6,784-869,776 unique taxonomic 610 

identification distributed on each layer and 59,912 taxonomic identifications for all the controls. All taxa 611 

found in the controls, with two or more reads, were subtracted from the complete dataset. The taxonomic 612 

unit with >1 read and were parsed to r and plotted in ordination space using packages ggplot2 and gplot. 613 

The dataset was hereafter divided into the kingdoms, Amniota and Viridiplantae, with the lowest 614 

taxonomic applying a cut-off threshold for each taxonomic unit of 1 % within each kingdom. All plant 615 

and animal genus found were screened for DNA damage using the reference genome from the most 616 

abundant species found by holi for each genus68. We next parsed only reads uniquely classified within 617 
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each genus and kept only taxa with DNA damage >0.10 C-T frequencies at the 3’ end (Metadata file). 618 

The distribution of read lengths, the edit distance reference genome and the 3’ DNA damage were plotted 619 

in R (Supplementary Information 2 and 3). The final genus lists were then plotted using r packages, rioja, 620 

ggplot2, and gplot, combined and layout finalized in Illustrator (Extended Data Fig. 4, Supplementary 621 

Information 1.10). Further determination of the presence of ancient human DNA was carried out by 622 

mapping sequencing reads of each sample against two different reference indices: the human reference 623 

genome (build GRCh38Decoy); and all mitochondrial genomes from RefSeq (release 92). Reads were 624 

mapped using bowtie2 (version 2.3.2) in end-to-end mode, using the ‘very-sensitive’ preset and allowing 625 

for an additional mismatch for seed alignment (command line parameters -D 20 -R 3 -N 1 -L 20 -i 626 

S,1,0.50 --end-to-end). Final analysis BAM files were obtained by applying mapping quality filter MQ ≥ 627 

25 following duplicate removal. 628 
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 748 

Legends for Extended Data table 1 and ED figures 1-7 749 

Extended Data, Table 1. Chronometric data ordered by strata and depth. % Collagen yield is the 750 

percentage yield of extracted collagen as a function of the starting weight of bone samples. C:N is the 751 

atomic weight ratio of carbon to nitrogen; %C is the percentage of carbon in the combusted sample. 752 

Stable isotope ratios of C and N are expressed in per mille (‰) relative to VPDB and AIR. The 753 

calibrations were done using the OxCal 4.3 software43 and the IntCal13 calibration curve44 Missing 754 

chronometric data (*) is due to a lack in reporting or measurements on behalf of the laboratories. Per the 755 

Methods section, strata for samples within SC-B were assigned following excavation and geological 756 

analysis. 757 

 758 

Extended Data Fig. 1. Additional information on the site and excavation. a. Digital elevation model 759 

(DEM) map of Mexico with the study area (rectangle) in relationship to relevant modern and prehistoric 760 

localities. b. The study region (Concepción del Oro endorheic basin), with Chiquihuite Cave (green dot) 761 

on the Astillero Mountains. DEM mosaic generated from ortophotos and elevation data from INEGI. c. 762 

Chiquihuite Peak, seen from the south; the arrow indicates the cave’s entrance. d. The main chamber, 763 

looking west towards the double-eyed entrance. e. Contact between the limestone dintel of the ancient 764 

entrance (25 m west of X-12), and the debris that sealed it, probably at the end of the Pleistocene. f. The 765 

south profile of the central-eastern squares, same as in Fig. 1b. g. Western profiles of the central sector, 766 

showing the exposed interface 1210 tilted in the centre of the photograph. h. East-West cross-section of 767 

the northern sector of the main chamber of the cave, along the souther profile of the dig. i. X-12 cross-768 

section, showing the inclination of the cave floor and the stepped approach. 769 

 770 

Extended Data Fig. 2. 3D photogrammetric model of excavation X-12 and the location of samples 771 

extracted and analysed for ancient eDNA. a. North-facing profile. b. East-facing profile. Triangles 772 

indicate the respective locations of eDNA samples extracted in 2019, corresponding to different 773 

stratigraphic units (“UE”, see legend cartouche). Circled samples are the initial ones, from the 2016-2017 774 

excavation. c. Complete 3D photogrammetric view of the excavation towards the southern profile. The 775 
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reddish-brown layers visible along the entire southern profile represent the stratigraphic component C 776 

(SC-C), starting downwards with stratum 1212, the terminal LGM chronostratigraphic marker that 777 

defines the separation between SC-B and SC-C (see Fig. 1b and Extended Data Fig. 7). 778 

 779 

Extended Data Fig. 3. Finds plotted onto the excavation grid. a. Horizontal (x, y axis) spatial 780 

distribution of lithic artefacts, radiocarbon and OSL samples on the excavation grid. b. Side view (from 781 

the south) of the vertical distribution (x, z axis) of finds and samples. Illustrated dating samples: 1) 782 

LEMA-635.1.1 & -635.1.2; 2) OxA-36608 & LEMA-978.1.1; 3) OxA-36610; 4) LEMA-574.1.1; 5) 783 

LEMA-640.1.1; 6) OxA-36496; 7) OxA-36613; 8) X-7227; 9) OxA-36614; 10) LEMA-636.1.1 & -784 

636.1.2; 11) LEMA-576.1.1; 12) LEMA-577.1.1; 13) X-7228; 14) X-7231 & 7232; 15) X-7229; 16) 785 

OxA-36530; 17) OxA-36633; 18) OxA-36609; 19) OxA-36612; 20) OxA-36360; 21) BETA-345055; 22) 786 

X-4135; 23) OxA-34965; 24) ICA-16OS/0510; 25) PRI-5414; 26) OxA-36616; 27) OxA-36620; 28) 787 

OxA-36618; 29) OxA-36615; 30) OxA-36617; 31) OxA-36621; 32) OxA-36619; 33) OxA-36753; 34) 788 

OxA-36611; 35) X-7233; 36) LEMA-573.1.1; 37) OxA-36359; 38) LEMA-892.1.2; 39) OxA-36622; 40) 789 

OxA-36623; 41) OxA-36634; 42) LEMA-893.1.1; 43) LEMA-977.1.1; 44) OxA-36624; 45) OxA-36625. 790 

 791 

Extended Data Fig. 4. Taxonomic profiles of animals (Amniota) and plants (Viridiplantae) 792 

identified by ancient eDNA. Animals presented as the proportion of reads found of each taxa and plotted 793 

as a barplot (b) and stratigraphic plot (a). All plants c and d are presented as the proportion of reads found 794 

of each taxa and plotted as a barplot (c) and stratigraphic plot (d). Taxa marked * are also found by either 795 

pollen, phytoliths or faunal remains. 796 

 797 

Extended Data Fig. 5. Additional Chiquihuite lithic artefacts. Each item has a 1-cm scale bar. a-c, 798 

Cores. d, e, Bifacial preforms on ovoid nodules. f-n, Flakes. o-t, Blades. u-x, Microliths. y, w, Burins. z, 799 

a’, Scrapers. b’-l’, Points and point-like shapes. m’-p’, Geometric items made by fracturing calcite 800 

laminae. Artefacts i, n, o, b’, c’, f’, and k’ are from SC-C; all others represent SC-B. 801 

 802 

Extended Data Figure 6. More examples of lithic points. Each item has a 1-cm scale bar. a. Core. b. 803 

Flake with isolated platform. c. Flake with lipped platform. d-i. Blades and microlith blade segments. j. 804 

Circular scraper on trimmed flake. k. Possible preform. l. Point on plaquette. m. Bifacial point preform. 805 

n, o, s-a’, d’-g’. Transversal points (obtained by slightly modifying transversal flake blanks). p-r, b’, c’. 806 

Other points. h’. A geometric, point-like shape on calcite sheet. Most artefacts were discovered in SC-B. 807 

Specimens x, y, z, b’, g’ and h’ are from SC-C.  808 

 809 

Extended Data Fig. 7. Stratigraphic correlations across different profiles in X-12. a, Excavation grid 810 

diagram and b, maximum depths diagram showing the position of the profiles depicted below. For 811 
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correlation reasons, all profiles show the upper contact of stratum 1210/1212 marked with a white 812 

contour. The position of OSL samples is indicated (X-labels). c, south profile, squares K2/K3-L2/L3; d, 813 

south profile, square H2; e, south profile, square G2; f, south profile, square F2; g, south profile, squares 814 

M3/M4-N3/N4; h, west profile, square J4; i, west profile, squares i5-i6; j; eastern profile, squares M4-M6 815 

(profile removed during the 2016-2017 winter excavations); k, eastern profile, squares N4-N6 (new E 816 

profile after the excavation of the one shown in j). 817 
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